Carrier 40 Cart™
Charge, store,
secure and
transport up
to 40 devices

Shared use. Baskets by PC Locs enable devices to be

Efficient charging. With ECO Safe Charge, the Carrier

shared by multiple students or classrooms with ease.

40 Cart is capable of charging up to 40 devices

Ideal for Shared Use deployments.

simultaneously.

Extremely portable. Baskets enable devices to be

Compatible. Large Baskets by PC Locs are designed

distributed in a fraction of the time compared to a

to accommodate almost any device, including larger

traditional cabinet style cart.

chromebooks as well as most Tablets with covers.

Top sliding lids double as a work surface. The dual

Style meets functionality. For better work flow, the

sliding lids can be used as a work surface in space-

Carrier 40 Cart features 2 sliding top lids so that devices

strapped classrooms.

can be accessed faster, easier and by more users at once.

Exterior charging status display. Quickly check the

Highly secure. The new padlockable sliding lids secures

charging status of your devices without opening the cart.

your devices whilst they’re not in use. Attach the heavy

Lifetime warranty.
PC Locs products are built to last.2

duty anchor kit for securing the whole Cart down.

It just makes life easier.
Designed to go where others can’t. Stairs, rough
terrain or want to split your set of devices? It’s now easier
with the Large Baskets by PC Locs. Baskets by PC Locs are
designed to make deployments of devices faster, easier
and safer, so that Teachers and IT Administrators can
focus on creating an engaging learning environment.
• Durable and lightweight construction.
• Compatible with almost any device with or without
cases up to 13 inches.
Cable management is easy in the Carrier 40 Cart. Side channels keep
wires in place and make wiring simple. Included Velcro ties allow you to
organise cables into groups of five to coordinate with included baskets.
External charging status display. Quickly check if your devices are charging with the
external display window. ECO Safe Charge power management displays which bank of
devices are charging as well as the charging mode that has been selected.
Safe, efficient and a future proofed power management system for charging 40 devices at once. How? ECO Safe Charge™
can handle the power requirements of almost any device by staging the availability of power to each bank of devices.
The top lids double as work surfaces. The dual sliding lids allows the top surface of the cart to be used as a work surface.
Serving as an ideal space to place baskets of devices for easy distribution, the surface can also easily keep a projector, printer
or other items on top of the lid in space-strapped classrooms.
Using Laptops or devices that are too big for the baskets?
The Carrier 40 Cart features a three level adjusting storage shelf.
This allows users to install the optional device storage racks
into Cart’s storage area (which replaces the Baskets by PC Locs).
The storage racks are designed to accommodate Laptops,
Macbooks and other larger devices. Contact us for more details.

Specifications:
Dimensions (mm): 929(H) x 670(W) x 853(L)
Weight: 85.8kg

www.pclocs.com.au
Phone: 1300 725 627
sales@pclocs.com.au
Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 1 May not fit all devices. Please check the dimensions of the device and the Basket by PC Locs.
Some Power Adaptors may not be compatible. Contact us for details and compatibility. 2 Visit www.pclocs.com.au for details.

